
You like fairy tales, fantasy, horror and mythology? You like fairy tales, fantasy, horror and mythology? 
Then Then MYFAROGMYFAROG is the game for you! is the game for you!  

To play MYFATo play MYFAROG you only need this bookROG you only need this book, pencil and eraser, paper and somewhere to play. You also need, pencil and eraser, paper and somewhere to play. You also need   
at least at least three normal 6-sided dice. Finally you need a creative and inventive game master and at least one player.three normal 6-sided dice. Finally you need a creative and inventive game master and at least one player.   
You have everything you need in this book to make your own adventures and campaigns, meaning you can play theYou have everything you need in this book to make your own adventures and campaigns, meaning you can play the   
game for as long as you like without further purchases. game for as long as you like without further purchases. 

MYFAROGMYFAROG is a game where a game master leads one or more players through a story. Each player takes the is a game where a game master leads one or more players through a story. Each player takes the   
role of a made up individual, a player character, and to a large extent decides how the story shall go. The game isrole of a made up individual, a player character, and to a large extent decides how the story shall go. The game is   
similar to child's play, where you dream and pretend and play in an imaginary reality, but similar to child's play, where you dream and pretend and play in an imaginary reality, but MYFAROGMYFAROG gives this gives this  
play structure and frames, via the game master and rules. play structure and frames, via the game master and rules. 

MYFAROGMYFAROG gives you the opportunity to live in  gives you the opportunity to live in ÞulêÞulê, a dream world full of fantastic possibilities and dangers,, a dream world full of fantastic possibilities and dangers,   
without ever risking anything. Without exposing you to any other than imaginary danger. without ever risking anything. Without exposing you to any other than imaginary danger. 

Features:Features:
-6 playable races from 3 different species.-6 playable races from 3 different species.
-5 character role types and 11 character roles.-5 character role types and 11 character roles.
-17 types of priests and 6 specialities for sorcerers.-17 types of priests and 6 specialities for sorcerers.
-17 sympathetic deities and 15 other deities all based on real European deities.-17 sympathetic deities and 15 other deities all based on real European deities.
-2 life stances and 2 comprehensively described world views very different from-2 life stances and 2 comprehensively described world views very different from   
anything you know.anything you know.
-2 cultural backgrounds.-2 cultural backgrounds.
-1 credible and colourful fantasy world based on a unique perspective on pre--1 credible and colourful fantasy world based on a unique perspective on pre-
historic and Ancient Europe.historic and Ancient Europe.
-51 skills and 93 spells and favours.-51 skills and 93 spells and favours.
-68 creatures and 7 ettin phenomena.-68 creatures and 7 ettin phenomena.
-A sensible alignment system.-A sensible alignment system.
-A realistic and easy to use skill and sorcery system.-A realistic and easy to use skill and sorcery system.
-A fast, realistic and deadly combat system.-A fast, realistic and deadly combat system.
-24 Alternative Rules for those who like to add complexity, depth and realism.-24 Alternative Rules for those who like to add complexity, depth and realism.
-Female characters with unique abilities and advancement options.-Female characters with unique abilities and advancement options.
-Authentic armours, helmets, shields and weapons with special qualities.-Authentic armours, helmets, shields and weapons with special qualities.

Free updates, errata, maps, a Þulêan calendar Free updates, errata, maps, a Þulêan calendar et ceteraet cetera can be downloaded from  can be downloaded from www.myfarog.orgwww.myfarog.org


